Security Consoles

Americon security consoles are manufactured from the finished quality material. They are engineered to meet the

many user idiosyncrasies associated with the surveillance environment. Many options are available for equipment
mounting and storage. Surveillance consoles can be ordered in both straight and cockpit style configurations. All
workstations are equipped with power strips and segregated cable management.
Americon security consoles are available with lowprofile compact 4 RU equipment turrets

incorporated seamlessly into the worksurface. Our
unique material along with state of the art

manufacturing processes allows us to present a

freeformed, impact resistant product that has no
seams and will not chip or peel. We incorporate

continuous grommets in our turrets for mounting
monitor arms, task lights and other peripherals.

This design elimintates the need to predetermine
the position of equipment and simplifies cable
management.

Visionmaster

Americon is also a nationally recognized audiovisual

integrator. We manufacture our own video walls that
utilize the latest in ultra-thin mullion LCD/LED backlit

display wall technology and pair it with base cabinetry
that matches our workstations. There is no need to
add backing to the wall behind as this system is

supported from the floor. The complete package

incorporates a video wall processor that turns the
matrix of displays into a single desktop. Multiple

images can be displayed simultaneously and can be
scaled to fit anywhere on the virtual palette.

Computer video, cameras, DVRs, browser windows
and cable feeds can be recalled in high definition

layouts through the remote control software that is
included with every video wall system. Couple our

Visionmaster with our security consoles and you have
a turnkey solution that can’t be beat.
All Americon products are hermetically-sealed to eliminate the effects of temperature and moisture and exceed

ANSI-BIFMA standards. Our products are environmentally friendly and “American Made”. Americon products can be
acquired factory direct or through one of our regional sales offices.

Limited Warranty

Americon products are warranted against defects in material and workmanship for a period of three years from the
date of purchase. Damage caused through improper use, abuse or neglect will void this warranty. The manufacturer
reserves the right to determine the remedy whether it be repair or replacement. Americon warranties are only

extended to the original purchaser and repairs do not extend the life of the warranty. All electronic components are
subject to the original equipment manufacturers warranties which may be different from Americon’s limited
warranty.
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